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Digital TV Signal Finder

12MM-DF02
» Designed to ensure that you position and angle your digital TV
antenna in the correct direction for best reception
» Suitable for the home, caravan, boating and leisure enthusiast
» Provides LED lights to show signal strength for antenna
adjustment
» Easy to use, compact design
» Includes 9V battery

Combination Signal Meter for DVB-T/T2 and DVB-S/S2

12MM-DSTM1
» DVB-T/T2 and DVB-S/S2 measurements
» AV input and output suitable for testing and aligning
CCTV cameras
» Built in DC voltage insertion for powering amplifiers
and satellite LNB’s
» HD 5” TFT LCD screen with MPEG2/4 digital tuner built
in with HDMI output of content
» USB 2.0 for software updates and media playback
» Large lithium battery capacity of 4000mAh

Televes H30EVOLUTION DVBS/S2 +
DVBT/T2 with Wi-Fi & IPTV option

12MM-H30EVO
» Measures DVB-S/S2 + DVB-T/T2
» Wi-Fi and IPTV Analyzer can be added with purchase
of separate licenses.
» Multiscreen and remote control through Android/IOS/PC
using Wi-fi or Bluetooth allowing remote monitoring,
wireless control and channel editing
» Guided Satellite Pointing allowing for quick and
accurate dish pointing
» Wideband satellite measurements to 2400MHz to suit
stacked signals in dSCR and dCSS systems
» Included as standard all the great features and ease of
use of the H30 range

Signal Meter with DVB-T and DVB-S/S2

12MM-H30FLEX
» Compact hand held DVB signal analyser
» Default DVB-T and DVB-S/S2 as standard
» Additional Licenses to unlock extra standards DVB-C,
T2 and dCSS/SCR functionality
» Spectrum analyser and built in tuner to view live channels
» DVB-T powering for masthead amplifiers
» Optional Licenses: 12MM-T2-LIC - License to activate DVB-T2
function, 12MM-DCSS-LIC - License to activate dCSS & SCR
function and 12MM-C-LIC - License to activate DVB-C function
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12MM-MOSAIQ6/6-SF Soft Carry Bag

12MM-M6-BAG
» Soft carry bag for MOSAIQ6/6-SF to allow for meter
protection and storage
» Features extra storage compartments for spare batteries
and other accessories
» Multi length adjustable strap for ease of use
» Durable design
» Bag dimensions - 345 x 275 x 150mm

12MM-MOSAIQ6/6-SF Field Swappable Battery

12MM-M6-BATTERY
» Keep your MOSAIQ6/6-SF operating with a spare charged battery
» Lithium Ion (7.2 VDC, 9,000 mAh) swappable in the field
» Standalone charging so the battery can be charged separate
to the meter to allow for continuous use
» High quality with factory charge cycle providing up to 4hrs
field operation
» Genuine manufacturer replacement battery

Televes Tablet Style Handheld Digital Signal
Meter for DVB-T/T2, DVB-C and DVB-S/S2

12MM-MOSAIQ6
» Multifunction signal analysis compliant with DVB-T,
DVB-S/S2,(Measures >2400MHz) DVB-C, FM, DAB/DAB+
and Analogue signals, Wi-Fi and IPTV, Optical tests on 1310nm,
1490nm and 1550nm and 3.3GHz spectrum analyser
» Allows the demodulation and analysis of IPTV streams
(both Unicast and Multicast), not only through video display
but also by displaying the total bit rate and the relevant information
for each service: SID, VPID, AID, video profile, bit rate for both
audio and video.
» Ultra fast data logging for all DVB-T/T2, DVB-S/S2 and DVB-C
meaning less time spent by a technician in commissioning a system.
Li-ion (7.2 VDC, 9,000 mAh) easily swappable in the field for long
lasting operation.
» Featuring multiple interfaces - Ethernet, USB, HDMI, audio output
(Jack), FC/APC optical fibre connector, GPS antenna connector.
» 8” TFT touch screen allowing full customisation of multiscreen
display and layout of measurement windows
» Professional spectrum analyser with ultra-fast digital processing
(sweep time < 10 ms) and high dynamic range (> 50 dB).
Equipped with advanced functions for the detection and analysis
of signals in the 5 MHz to 3,300 MHz (waterfall, event triggers,
markers, user configurable RBW and VBW, etc.).
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Televes tablet style handheld digital signal meter
for DVB-T/T2, DVB-C, DVB-S/S2 with Selective F.O

12MM-MOSAIQ6-SF
» Multifunction signal analysis compliant with DVB-T,
DVB-S/S2,(Measures >2400MHz) DVB-C, FM, DAB/DAB+
and Analogue signals, Wi-Fi and IPTV, Selective Fibre Optical
tests on 1310nm, 1490nm and 1550nm and 3.3GHz spectrum analyser
» Allows the demodulation and analysis of IPTV streams
(both Unicast and Multicast), not only through video display
but also by displaying the total bit rate and the relevant information
for each service: SID, VPID, AID, video profile, bit rate for
both audio and video.
» Ultra fast data logging for all DVB-T/T2, DVB-S/S2 and DVB-C
meaning less time spent by a technician in commissioning a
system. Li-ion (7.2 VDC, 9,000 mAh) easily swappable in the
field for long lasting operation.
» Featuring multiple interfaces - Ethernet, USB, HDMI, audio
output (Jack), FC/APC optical fibre connector, GPS antenna connector.
» 8” TFT touch screen allowing full customisation of multiscreen
display and layout of measurement windows
» Professional spectrum analyser with ultra-fast digital processing
(sweep time < 10 ms) and high dynamic range (> 50 dB).
Equipped with advanced functions for the detection and analysis
of signals in the 5 MHz to 3,300 MHz (waterfall, event triggers,
markers, user configurable RBW and VBW, etc.).

Televes tablet style handheld digital signal meter
for DVB-T/T2, DVB-C, DVB-S/S2 with Selective F.O

12MM-MOSAIQ6/6-SF Software Licenses
» Individual software unlocking facilitates the application-specific
product activation. You only pay for what you use providing
absolute flexibility for signal processing.
» 12MM-M6-4K allows signal display with 4K resolution
(3,840 x 2,160) and supports the new H.265 HEVC video
compression format.
» 12MM-M6-ANALOG allows the measuring of signal levels between
20 dBμV and 128 dBμV, C/N up to 30 dB, and V/A up to 52 dB.
» 12MM-M6-DAB allows power measuring between 20 dBμV and 128
dBμV, standard C/N and MER for DAB & DAB+ signal
» 12MM-M6-GPS allows measurements to be displayed on a map at
the very same spot where they were actually taken, facilitating
coverage analysis.
» 12MM-M6-WIFI allows 2.4GHz & 5GHz Wi-Fi band analysis.
5GHz is a much less congested frequency, which means
much less interference.

Satellite Finder

13MM-SF95
» Designed to ensure that you position and angle your digital satellite
in the correct direction for best reception
» Suitable for the home, caravan, boating and leisure enthusiast
» Needle and adjustment allows correct adjustment of dish
» Easy to use, compact design
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Notes
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